Walking Keeps Your Heart Healthy
Exercise lowers blood pressure, increases “good” cholesterol, and prevents heart disease.

Walking Increases Energy
Exercise allows you to deal better with daily stress and gives you more energy to get work done!

Walking Improves Your Sleep
Exercise will help you to fall asleep faster and allow you to have a more restful night’s sleep.

Walking Keeps Bones Healthy
Exercise contributes to osteoporosis prevention by keeping bones strong.

Walking Helps With Weight Loss and Maintenance
A consistent exercise program will help you to achieve and maintain a healthy weight.

Walking Improves Flexibility and Coordination
Daily stretching and exercise will increase muscle flexibility and coordination.

For more fitness tips go to: www.villanova.edu/healthpromotion click fitness facts.

Walking Tips

Walking Equipment
• Choose a pair of comfortable, well-fitting sneakers and socks.
• In warm weather wear lightweight and breathable clothing.
• Put on a hat and wear sunscreen.
• Layer clothing in cold temperatures.
• If you are out at night, add reflective tape to your clothes and sneakers.
• You may want to wear a pedometer to track exactly how far you have walked.
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Villanova University Walking Trail

Walking Trail Distance: 3 miles • Apple logo signs designate: 1/4 mile